The Curse of Asatira

A production by the WCC Theatre 260 class

In a cursed land ruled by tradition, there will always be those who desire change. As tensions run high the people risk forgetting the history that binds them; the execution of Asatira, an innocent woman who condemned the land to 500 years of darkness in penance for their actions. Requests become a revolution as the Hunapo curse draws to an end, and protests are transformed into riots. In a tale of love, bitterness and torn loyalties; will they learn from their mistakes or will there be a more dire consequence? You cannot escape the curse of your culture.

A production by the WCC Theatre 260 class

One weekend only:
Friday, October 19 at 7:30 pm
Saturday, October 20 at 2:00 pm and 7:30 pm
Sunday, October 21 at 2:00 pm

Tickets just $5.00 for all
Charge by phone at 235-7310

Directed by Nicolas Logue
Original script by Trojan Pony Theatre Company
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